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INTRODUCTION

The Electron Linear Accelerator at Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute (RPI) was constructed in the late 1950s
and started operation in 1961 [1]. The facility was designed
and used primarily for measurements of Nuclear Data
(ND) with emphasis on the resonance energy region. As
such it was designed to produce short pulses of neutrons
(5-5000 ns) and equipped with detection stations at different
neutron flight path distances from the source (15 m-250 m).
When the LINAC started operation it was one of the most
powerful accelerators in the world for high energy-resolution
measurements in the resonance region. The original LINAC
with some upgrades is still in operation but no longer provides
world class capabilities for measurements with short pulses.
In 2011 discussions between the RPI ND group, Naval
Reactors, and the Nuclear Criticality Safety Program about
the future of the LINAC concluded that maintaining the
capability to perform world-class nuclear data measurements
at RPI was desirable. To that end, it was decided to refurbish
the facility and upgrade the accelerator capabilities to enable
high accuracy measurement in the resonance region with
narrow neutron pulse and high electron beam power.

Located at a major US technical university, this project
provides a needed US nuclear data capability for both research
and education, and also includes external users and industrial
applications.

CURRENT ACCELERATOR

The original accelerator operated at pulse repetition rate
of 1-500 Hz and originally accelerated electrons to an energy
of up to 100 MeV. The maximum average electron beam power
of the LINAC was about 22 kW when operating with a pulse
width of ≈4 µs. The electrons are converted to neutrons using
a water cooled tantalum target (see for example [2]). The
original accelerator was a nine sections machine which in-
cluded nine modulator-klystron pairs, producing high-energy
radio-frequency (RF) waves to drive each of the accelerating
sections, a layout of the facility is shown in Figure 1 where
the accelerator, neutron beam lines, and detector stations are
shown. Over the years two major upgrades were necessary.
In 2000 a new set of klystrons was purchased and installed,
and in 2005 the electron injector was upgraded to allow better
operation at short pulse.

The capabilities of the current accelerator that are relevant
to ND measurements are given in Table I. The original
LINAC was designed to address the nuclear data needs of the
early sixties and they were mostly related to thermal reactors.
The low energy resonance and thermal energy regions (E<1
eV) are most important for thermal reactors, and many cross
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Fig. 1. Layout of the RPI LINAC facility showing the acceler-
ator, target room, and the neutron beam lines that are at angle
of about 90 deg relative to the electron beam line.

section measurements were done in these energy ranges.
Measurements in the low energy range do not demand very
long flight paths or very narrow neutron pulse width and the
RPI accelerator excelled in this low energy range. At that
time there was also a great need for better understanding of
the slowing down process and thermal scattering kernels that
were measured at RPI included water at different temperatures,
ZrH, and UO2 [3].

Over the years the Nuclear Data needs shifted to also
include higher energies, including both the keV and MeV en-
ergy ranges. In the 0.5-20 MeV range the neutron flux of the
current LINAC enables cross section and neutron scattering
measurement with reasonable run times, but for keV experi-
ments such as neutron capture and transmission which requires
a short pulse, the neutron flux is low and this requires longer
run times. An improvement in the short pulse neutron flux
will also help overcome time independent background (room
background) especially in capture measurements.

UPGRADED ACCELERATOR - NEW CAPABILITIES

The upgraded accelerator design goals are to improve
the neutron production and provide longevity of operation
while fitting within the current target room shielding and
size. With this in mind operational modes required for
the expected future ND measurements were developed.
An improvement was needed in short pulse operation
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TABLE I. Typical Nuclear Data relevant modes of operation of the current accelerator.

Mode Beam Energy Pulse Width Repetition Rate Average Power
[MeV] [ns] [Hz] [kW]

Short pulse 52 6-10 250-400 0.3-0.5
Long pulse 52 200-1,000 18-25 0.4-1
High Power 52 3,000-4,000 100-250 1-12

TABLE II. Modes of operation of the upgraded accelerator.

Mode Beam Energy Pulse Width Repetition Rate Average Power
[MeV] [ns] [Hz] [kW]

Short Pulse 150 5 ≤800 ≥7
Low Rep. Rate 60-150 ≤250 25 ≥1
High Average Power 45-150 Any ≤800 ≥45
Low Energy 0-10 0 to ≥ 25 Single to Maximum Any

required for high energy-resolution measurements in the
keV region with enriched isotopes of stable and possibly
unstable elements. It was also important to keep additional
capabilities for thermal measurements and high power
operation that are useful for development of future research.
The new specifications are give in Table II. These new modes
of operation emphasize the needed short pulse and high power.

In addition to design requirement in Table II, it was re-
quired to lower the cost by using off-the-shelf major compo-
nents such as klystrons and modulators that were predefined
and selected. It was decided to continue to use an L-band ma-
chine that works on stored energy with a conventional copper-
based section design. Once the high level specifications were
outlined, the design of the accelerator was subcontracted to
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory and is documented in
references [4] and [5].

Accelerator layout

The new accelerator design is an L-band electron LINAC
with nine acceleration sections and five klystrons and modula-
tors. The system includes one tapered phase velocity (TPV)
section to bunch and accelerate a train of bunches, and eight
speed of light (SOL) sections. One klystron is feeding radio
frequency (RF) to the TPV and each of the other klystrons
feeds two SOL sections accelerating the electrons up to 150
MeV. A simplified layout of the LINAC is shown in Figure 2.
The new accelerator is slightly longer than the current but fits
in the existing room. It was calculated that no major change
to the existing shielding is required.

Upgrade status

The design of the accelerator was completed and
documented in [5], complete design drawings were delivered
to RPI and work on acquiring components and building the
new LINAC started. The major components: klystrons from
Thales, RF modulators from ScandiNova Systems, AB, and
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Fig. 2. Layout of the new LINAC showing nine acceleration
sections driven by five klystrons.

accelerating sections from Radiabeam were ordered and some
delivered to RPI. The current schedule is to permanently shut
down the existing LINAC in mid-2022 and have the new
LINAC operational in 2024.

The construction of the accelerator requires changes to
the site infrastructure that were planned for two phases, phase
I was completed in 2019 and includes a new building that
will become the new modulator room with additional ceiling
height to be able to service the klystrons. In phase II the
current LINAC will be dismantled and additional water and
electrical infrastructure will be installed prior to installation
of the new accelerator.

At present a setup for full power testing of a modula-
tor and klystron was built as shown in Figure 3 and will be
extended to also test a SOL accelerator section prior to fabri-
cation of additional sections.

CONCLUSIONS

The Nuclear Data program at RPI is utilizing a 60 MeV
electron LINAC at Gaerttner LINAC Center for measurements
that are relevant to applications including nuclear reactors,
criticality safety, medical isotopes, and radiation damage to
electronics. An upgraded LINAC will replace the current ac-
celerator and will accelerate electrons to energy of 150 MeV
while delivering 7 kW of average power at a 5 ns wide elec-
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Fig. 3. A test station used for testing a modulator, Klystron
and RF windows.

tron pulse. For these conditions it will provide an order of
magnitude increase in neutron production which will enable
measurement of small enriched samples using more sophisti-
cated experimental setups. Operating at a wide pulse width the
accelerator can deliver up to 45 kW of electron beam power
with neutron production suitable to measurements in the ther-
mal energy range and electron power suitable for medical
isotope production. The new accelerator is a modern accelera-
tor based on solid-state technology, with computer controlled
operation and beam diagnostics. The Gaerttner LINAC Center
will continue to provide pulsed beams for nuclear data mea-
surements in support of the NNSA Nuclear Criticality Safety
Program (NA-511), Naval Reactors Program (NA-30), and
other education and research opportunities. Electron, photon,
and neutron beam time will continue to be available to external
users.
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